Get Ready to Stand up
and be COUNTED
WINTER 2019

With the awesome cooperation of our social services coordinators at Catholic Housing Management, and through inspirational
bi-lingual presentations, Larisa Aploks, Strategic Initiatives Manager — Miami-Dade Department of Regulatory and Economic
Resources, has arranged for Census representatives to visit several of our Elderly Housing Communities explaining the upcoming
census and the process to our residents.
Once a decade, America comes together to count every resident in the United States, creating national awareness of the importance
of the census and its valuable statistics. The census was first taken in 1790, as mandated by the Constitution. The census is so much more
than just a head count. It is a snapshot of America that determines how congressional seats are apportioned, how state and federal dollars are
distributed, where businesses choose to ship products and where they build new stores. To do all that properly, the count needs to be accurate.
“It was a pleasure having Alina Garcia & Ana Teri Busse-Arvesu as speakers from Miami Dade, it is very important to keep the residents
informed about the Census so everyone can respond!” comments Beatriz B. Garcia Nieto, Social Service Coordinator Archbishop Carroll Manor.
Catholic Health Services’ social media marketing coordinator, Marbelys De la Osa guided U.S. census advocates through our independent
senior communities, visiting St. Dominic Gardens, Palmer House and St. Monica Gardens. “The residents engaged quickly and in very
positive ways. Many had questions about the process and others had ideas on how to spread awareness of the importance of participating in
the census and how it impacts funding to services for their age group,” shared Marbelys. “They were informed that
invitations to participate in Census 2020 would arrive by April 1, 2020.”

Everyone should get counted!
https://www.census.gov/partners/2020.html
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The commitment and enthusiasm to End Alzheimer’s goes way beyond the day
of the walk for Team CHS. For months in advance of the main event, hundreds of
volunteers from all of our facilities are busy with fundraising efforts that engage
the workforce, families and the community.

There is no end to the creativity when you put
your heart into it!

Raising over $100 for Alzheimer’s in just one afternoon, the employees at St. Catherine’s West
had fun and won some great prizes. Custodio Cid created two beautiful succulent plant holders for a lucky winner.

Left & Right photo: The residents at St. Joseph Assisted Living Residence enjoyed learning about
Alzheimer’s while enjoying an Italian Feast. Raising money and awareness for this disease, the residents
supported the cause in a very delicious way.

Center photo: Raising money and awareness for Alzheimer’s by having a fun photo shoot—the staff at
St. Anne's Nursing Center and Residence created a beautiful harvest backdrop showing their excitement for
the Fall season while participating in the cause.
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Catholic Health Services CEO Joseph Catania with the check donated to the Alzheimer’s Association

A highlight of the day was the Promise Garden, a mission-focused experience allowing
walkers to choose a colored flower and write their reason for participating in the event.
Each flower color represented a different connection to the disease: blue honored someone
currently living with Alzhmer’s or dementia, purple for remembering a loved one lost to the
disease, yellow represented those supporting or caringfor someone with Alzheimer’, and
the orange was for those who supported the vision of a world without Alzheimer’s.
The white flower represented the hope of the first survivor of Alzheimer’s.
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Eager to begin the walk on this beautiful but chilly morning, everyone gathered behind our
CEO Joseph Catania, and Maria Miranda, VP of Public Relations, and Bridget Wilson, team
captain for the walk and Business Office Manager at Villa Maria, at the start line as they cut
the ribbon signifying the official start of the walk.

Congresswoman
Donna E. Shalala
stopped to chat with
our ribbon cutting
crew!

While walking one could see the sea of Team CHS walkers in their team shirts
walking together to remember, honor, care and fight for those with Alzheimer’s disease.
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An advance directive is a document that tells your health
provider and family what kind of medical care you would
want (or wouldn’t want) if you become terminally ill and
cannot speak for yourself. An advance directive takes
effect only in the event that you are unable to make
decisions or communicate or express your wishes, for
example if you are in a coma.

The American Bar Association recommends that patients
have both a living will and a durable power of attorney
for health care. A living will is more detailed, but it may
not cover a medical situation you experience in the
future. In that case, having a durable power of attorney
lets a trusted relative or friend make decisions about a
situation or treatment not covered in your will. Prepare an
advance directive when you are well. Discussyour wishes
with your family and with anyone you choose to make
decisions for you, so they will know what you would want
if you became seriously ill.

Types of Advance Directives

Hospice representatives, Jay Walker, Account Executive and
Rabbi Geoffrey Botnick joined the quarterly meeting of CHS
Social Services Coordinators from our Catholic Elderly Housing.

• The living will. (A living will overrides an organ donor
card, Physician's orders, and even durable power of
attorney)
• Durable power of attorney for health care
/Medical power of attorney.

Their presentation on how to cope with loss and
create supportive conversations with their residents
contained interesting and relevant information.
They also spoke about the importance of hospice,
the clinicians, preparing our living wills through
outlets like The 5 Wishes and how to feel confident
in conversations by providing the language that
speaks healing. They also shared a stress relief
activity with guided meditation.

• POLST (Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment)
• Do not resuscitate (DNR) orders.
• Organ and tissue donation.

Make several copies of your advance directive. Keep
one for yourself and give others to our health care
providers, lawyer, family membersand friends. Bring copies
of these documents ifyou are being admitted to a
hospital or nursingcenter. If your wishes change, write new
documents and destroy the old ones.“It’s best to always
be prepared and assure your own peace of mind.
Sudden illness or an accident can happen to anyone.
Below are two of many available websites to assist you
with advance health care planning” shares Sr. Jill Bond,
VP Mission Advancement. The “Catholic Declaration on
Life and Death” is a form approved by the bishops of
Florida, and provided to assist with advance care
planning. It is available in English and Spanish at
www.flacathconf.org/declaration-on-life-and-death.
Aging with Dignity, a private, non-profit organization,
offers “Five Wishes” an advancedirective or living will. It is
a form that lets your loved ones know your health care
choices if you are too sick to make them yourself. For
more information go to w w w . f i v e w i s h e s . o r g
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It takes a very unique individual to make this aspect of
health care their life’s work and a yet an even deeper
commitment to dedicate oneself to hospice care at
Catholic Hospice, whose mission comes first in all we do.

In November Catholic Hospice celebrates hospice
month with servitude, remembrance and gratitude.
We are thankful to our patients and their loved ones
who entrust us, to deliver the highest level of care
during this very delicate time in their life. We are also
appreciative to all of our team members who carry
out our mission and vision while delivering the highest
level of quality compassionate care. We give thanks
to all of our community partnerships that enable us to
carry out the work that we do. At Catholic Hospice
we are about celebrating life’s moments. We have
created remembrance ceremonies during our support
groups as we acknowledge the difficulties many may
face while preparing for the holiday season.
Our commitment to treat our patients and their loved
ones is reflected through our team’s commitment to
the South Florida community by extending care
through our special programs. Camp Erin provides
bereavement support for children who experienced
the loss of a loved one. Wishes Granted, through
generous philanthropic donors, has allowed us to fulfill
the last wishes of many patients we have served. Pet
Peace of Mind allows the adoption of our patient’s
pets in the home so that they can focus on their wellbeing, while knowing their pet will be well cared for.
We Honor Veterans allows veteran support tailored
to their specific needs and circumstances. L’Chaim
is dedicated to meeting the needs of our Jewish
community for honoring tradition.

On the surface, we understand that hospice care
improves the patient's quality of life by managing pain
and other symptoms of their illness and improves the
family or caregiver's lives by having someone that they
can seek guidance from and receive much needed
support during this difficult time. Hospice is a specific
type of palliative care for people who likely have 6
months or less to live. But it is important to bear in mind
that hospice care is always palliative, but not all
palliative care is hospice care.
Palliative, being whole-person care, is designed to
relieve symptoms of a disease or disorder, whether or
not it can be cured. The goal of palliative care is to
make the patient comfortable and help them achieve
the best possible quality of life. “The awareness of
palliative care in helping to manage pain, as well as
improve health, wellness, and satisfaction is growing,”
Shares Dr. Tracy Romanello, Medical Director at
Catholic Palliative Care Services and Catholic Hospice.
“Most large hospitals recognize the value and offer
inpatient palliative care service.”
Our teams continue to adapt to the changing
healthcare landscape, while advocating and
delivering effective pain management for people
with pain, at the end of their lives, and for their families
and caregivers.

Hospice care, like much of health care in general, is a
24/7/365 professional and personal commitment.
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The gang at St. Joseph Residence are known as much for their

discriminating palates as for their healthy appetites.

They also enjoy their special camaraderie and a little friendly

competition! Assistant Director Nicole Barrett, Morrison

Dietary Services, brings fun and delicious recipe ideas every
month to test their skills and creativity. They love learning

about the unique nutritional aspects of the various foods they

prepare and appreciate making those healthy choices for their
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meals and snacks. This day Nicole taught them how to make

her famous egg salad. Each month they look forward to

learning and preparing a new and healthy dish.

They also made parfaits, always a crowd pleaser.
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business partner, Mobile X-Ray and Ultrasound added
to our efforts and donated two brand new generators.
Many people throughout the Bahamas are still unaccounted for. “Some of my family members have still
not been found” states Brenith Delson, RN, Director of
Nursing for Villa Maria Nursing Center in North Miami
Beach. Ms. Delson’s family relocated to Nassau from
the devastation in Freeport.

Over the course of two endlessly torturous days,
Hurricane Dorian caused unprecedented catastrophic damage to Grand Bahamas and the Abaco
Islands leaving over 70,000 people homeless and
many missing altogether. Catholic Health Services
quickly put together a system wide campaign, with
radio partners Entercom South Florida and the Good
Greek Movers to assist our friends in the Bahamas.

Sharma Aguila, CNA Transporter for St. Catherine’s
Rehabilitation Hospital has a sister who also lived in
Freeport. “My sister and her 3 children moved to
Nassau to live with family after the storm. They lost their
house but they are alive. My niece is 5 and is having
terrible nightmares. Not only do they have to rebuild
their home, they need to heal psychologically”.
“There’s no access to clean water or sanitation in
many communities” states Ms. Delson. “Grand
Bahama is more developed but communities have
been destroyed as well”.

Together we filled a 60 foot truck with more than
100 cases of water and 300 boxes filled with items
such as non-perishable foods, first aid items,
medicines, baby formula and diapers, blankets,
bedding and gently used clothing are just some of
the items donated from our 39 facilities throughout
Broward and Miami-Dade County. Long term
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Calle Ocho News Proudly Launches Their First

Community Champion Award
During Hispanic Heritage Month,
Honoring Madelyn Rodriguez
On October 9th Madelyn R. Llanes, Program Director,
Centro Mater I & II, received the Community Champion
Award from Calle 8 News at a Hispanic Heritage
Cocktail hosted at the International Finance Bank.
Honored that day as a Community Chanpion as
well was Eileen Higgins, Miami-Dade County District
5 Commissioner.
The Community Champion Award is awarded to individuals
who work hard and well to start and/or support an
initiative or intervention, to bring a program or idea
to reality, or to others to improve the quality of life
of a particular group or of the community as a whole.
Commnunity Champions are those who selflessly
initiate and maintain the often difficult and
frustrating work that sustains the psychological,
physical, and social health of a community.
Honoring them not only highlights their character and
achievements, but the work they do and the issues they
grapple with. It serves as insipiration and motivation to
others to support their work, or to become Community
Champions themselves.
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7 Amazing Resolutions
for 2020 that will
change your life!
Add more citrus to your grocery cart. An American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition study found that people
who ate foods high in C had fewer wrinkles and less
age-related dry skin than those who didn't.

Become a plant owner. When people work near
plants, they report greater concentration, satisfaction,
and perceived air quality.

Do one thing at a time. Organize your activities into
chunks of time, such as kid time and cooking time,
and then "commit to being focused in those allotted
minutes and see what happens."

Our wonderful tea
m continues
the Catholic Healt
h Services'
tradition of celeb
rating Christmas
on Las Olas

Plan a vacation. A vacation at least twice a year
have a lower heart attack risk than those do so
rarely. And researchers have found that even thinking about an upcoming trip can boost happiness for
weeks

Explore new hobbies. When researchers followed
7,500 people for 25 years, they found that those who
complained of major boredom were roughly twice
as likely to die from heart disease.

Kids write their letter to
Santa and drop it in the
Catholic Health Services'
sponsored North Pole Express
magical mailbox

Give yourself more compliments "Today is my day.
I'm thankful for me."

Ease stress with kindness ....kindness toward yourself!
Recent research shows that practicing self-compassion
slowed people’s heart rate and sweating, two
symptoms our bodies produce when under
chronic stress
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